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QUESTION 1     Ｍany cars use petrol for fuel but some can run only on power from the sun. What 
do you call such cars? 

 (1)   Gasoline cars. 
(2)   Solar cars.    

              (3)   Hydrogen cars. 
               (4)   Hybrid cars. 
 
QUESTION２    Your little brother is interested in the fossils of dinosaurs and wants you to take 

him to see them. Where should you go? 
(1)   To an aquarium. 

              (2)   To a zoo. 
               (3)   To a botanical garden. 
               (4)   To a science museum. 
 
QUESTION３    Modes of travel seem to be changing. Some people are choosing to travel slowly. 

What transportation system might you recommend to them? 
               (1)   A passenger plane. 
              (2)   An express train.      
               (3)   A local train.      

 (4)   A space ship. 
                    
QUESTION４    Your ship is registered in Panama but the crew is mostly from the Philippines, 

India, and Japan. What flag do you sail under? 
(1)   The Japanese flag. 

              (2)   The flag of the Philippines. 
               (3)   The Indian flag. 
               (4)   The Panamanian flag.   
  
QUESTION５    When entering or leaving a harbor, or traveling elsewhere on water, you might 

sometimes need a boat to guide you. What is such a boat called? 
(1)   A ferry boat. 

              (2)   A cargo ship. 
               (3)   A pilot boat.    
               (4)   A sampan. 
 
QUESTION６    You are the captain of a cargo ship. You enter port and are told by the harbor 

master that you will be fined if you throw trash overboard inside the harbor. What 
should you do ? 

               (1)   I should warn the crew not to do so.     
              (2)   I will order the crew to disembark. 
               (3)   I should tell the crew not to smoke on deck. 
               (4)   I should tell the crew to show their passports to the officer. 
 



QUESTION７    You are proceeding to a narrow channel and visibility is poor due to dense fog. The 
radar shows there are some ships ahead of you. What should you do?  

(1)  I should increase speed.  
(2)   I should reduce speed and keep a close watch on them.   

               (3)   I should ask the port authority for medical assistance.  
               (4)   I should anchor in the fairway.   
   
 
 


